
MTH 362 Project – Critical review of GeoGebra materials 

Many teachers developed activities and lesson plans and shared them on the web for others to 

adapt and use. The goal of this project is to explore one such source of GeoGebra activities and 

critically review several materials related to the same topic. 

 

GeoGebraTube (www.geogebratube.org) contains 24,000+ GeoGebra files created and shared by 

teachers. Go there and create your own user account. Search the GeoGebraTube for activities 

related to the topic of your choice (see the list at the end). Look at several different worksheets and 

choose 3 for your review. (All 3 worksheets should be related to the same topic). 

Think about the grade level in which you would use the activity and the objectives. Think about 

how you would carry out the activity. You do not have to include the above in your project, but as 

you think about it, keep in mind that the activity should have the following features and objectives:  

 It should not be a lecture-like demonstration. Students should be given the opportunity to 

play with the construction individually or in groups in order to observe/discover something 

important or explain it themselves. 

 The technology should play a central role in the activity. Does the technology add 

significantly to the activity or is it just a mere substitution of regular tools and 

manipulatives (compass/ruler, geoboard, straws, toothpicks and bamboo skewers, paper 

cutting or folding, etc.)? 

 The use of the technology must be meaningful. If the same activity can be easily redesigned 

and the objectives met faster or in a more straightforward manner by using other tools or 

playing with tangible objects, using technology may come across as cumbersome or 

artificial. 

Review the worksheets you chose from a perspective of a secondary (middle school or high school) 

teacher who wants to conduct a related activity in her/his class. Look at each activity you chose and 

see if it helps you meet your objectives. Provide a clear link to the worksheet you are reviewing and 

discuss the following: 

 positive features of the worksheet 

 negative features or limitations of the worksheet 

 Would you be using this activity with your students? If so, would the GeoGebra file need to 

be changed to better serve your objectives? 

 In case you think none of the activities you chose would help you meet the objectives, how 

would you design your own GeoGebra worksheet? (You may briefly describe it or you can 

create and submit an actual ggb file). 

If appropriate, you may add a paragraph or two comparing the three activities you chose. 

Add a paragraph or two with your own reflection/opinion on the usability of such large 

activity/lesson plan banks. Depending on a teacher’s perspective, there can be several different 

opinions: 

http://www.geogebratube.org/


 Activity banks save a lot of time and are excellent source of inspiration for teachers. 

 Large banks actually burden the teachers with too much information that needs to be sorted 

out and evaluated and teachers might be better off just creating their own activities from 

scratch. 

Reflecting on you experience gained in this project, discuss how you would rate the usefulness of 

the GeoGebraTube and other activity/lesson plans repositories for you as a teacher. 

Suggested Topics: 

Discovering and/or explaining: 

 Triangle Inequality Theorem 

 Area of a Circle Formula 

 Interior or exterior angle sum in a polygon theorem 

 Circumference of a Circle Formula 

 Introducing a congruent transformation of your choice (rotation, reflection, glide reflection, 

etc.). 

 Maximizing the area of a given figure (for example, which quadrilateral with the given 

perimeter has the greatest area?). 

 Other geometry topic clearly related to middle school/ high school geometry CCSS. (Feel 

free to discuss your choice with me if you are not sure). 

 

 

 


